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Abstract We develop a linear algebraic framework for
the shape-from-shading problem, because tensors arise
when scalar (e.g. image) and vector (e.g. surface nor-
mal) fields are differentiated multiple times. Using this
framework, we first investigate when image derivatives
exhibit invariance to changing illumination by calcu-
lating the statistics of image derivatives under general
distributions on the light source. Second, we apply that
framework to develop Taylor-like expansions, and build
a boot-strapping algorithm to find the polynomial sur-
face solutions (under any light source) consistent with
a given patch to arbitrary order. A generic constraint
on the light source restricts these solutions to a 2-D
subspace, plus an unknown rotation matrix. It is this
unknown matrix that encapsulates the ambiguity in the
problem. Finally, we use the framework to computa-
tionally validate the hypothesis that image orientations
(derivatives) provide increased invariance to illumina-
tion by showing (for a Lambertian model) that a shape-
from-shading algorithm matching gradients instead of
intensities provides more accurate reconstructions when
illumination is incorrectly estimated under a flatness
prior.
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1 Introduction
Shape-from-shading is a classical ill-posed problem, which
requires additional structure (assumptions) to make it
well-posed. The classical approach is based on solving
partial differential equations or solving integral versions
with different regularizers (priors). (A background re-
view is provided in the next Section.) Instead of the rel-
atively ’flat’ model implied by a differential equation,
that is, the relationship between derivatives of the same
order across position, our approach considers the struc-
ture of increasing derivatives at the same position. Our
motivation is to understand intuitively how differential
structure in the image relates to differential structure
on the surface, and is based on ideas from linear algebra
and differential geometry.
Intuitively, for shape-from-shading, if one were to
‘drill down’ in derivatives for the surface then this should
correspond to analogous derivatives for the image. Two
related questions arise. First, working at similar levels
of differentiation, which shape (normal) derivatives are
most likely given the observed image derivatives? Sec-
ond, working across many levels of derivatives, which
surface could correspond to a Taylor approximation of
an image patch? We shall address both of these ques-
tions in this paper. An earlier version of this material
appeared in [26,34].
In the classical Lambertian shading model with a
single, distant light source [27, 28], the image inten-
sity at a point is the inner product of the surface nor-
mal with the (typically unknown) light-source direction
(also assuming orthographic projection). Note that this
implies a scalar (image I(x, y)) field is related to a vec-
tor (surface normal n(x, y) ) field. Applying the chain
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rule yields:
I = `Tn+ β
DI = `TDn
D2I  `TD2n
D3I  `TD3n
· · ·
where, for clarity, dependence on image location is sup-
pressed. Tensors arise naturally in this exercise, as the
representation of derivatives (of derivatives ...) of a vec-
tor (Fig. 1). In particular, the derivative of the surface
normal, the shape operator Dn, provides a measure of
how the normal changes if you move in a direction v
(informally, a type of directional curvature); this can
be represented as a matrix (the shape operator) ap-
plied to a vector. The next derivative, D2n must be
‘hit’ by two vectors, which suggests that it is a ‘matrix’
of ‘matrices,’ a much more complex object. Of course,
working with higher derivatives suggests a richer de-
scription of the patch, in the sense of Taylor, which of
course motivates a lot of our work. For the image gradi-
ent, our analysis confirms the intuitive observation that
cylindrical patches are the most likely surface patches
(knowing only the first order structure of the image).
Thus generic considerations arise, along with the asso-
ciated algebraic notion of rank.
Once constructs such as image derivatives and Hes-
sians arise, the question of which is ‘most likely’ follows
immediately. Such questions are at the heart of ma-
chine learning and statistical approaches. We employ
the tensor machinery to derive the appropriate proba-
bility distributions for the first few derivatives. We pro-
vide explicit formulas for the image gradient and Hes-
sian, conditioned on relevant surface parameters, under
general light source distributions. These distributions
provide insight into which types of surfaces should be
most invariant under different lighting (and other) con-
ditions.
For the image Hessian we examine when the matrix
of second derivatives of the surface normal is rank 1,
which restricts the space of associated image Hessians
to lie along a line (vary only by a scaling factor) as the
light source is varied. This is the basis for the assump-
tion that the normal does not change in the isophote
direction. Despite the somewhat obvious nature of this
“prior”, it is relatively powerful, since it provides a spe-
cific constraint based on observable image features. In
the process, we derive decompositions for Dn and D2n,
the first and second derivatives of the surface normal.
These decompositions make explicit the dependence of
these derivatives on the natural surface parameters of
(a)
(b)
Fig. 1 How tensors arise with increasing order of differenti-
ation. (a) The top figure shows the low-order geometry of the
Lambertian shape-from-shading problem on an image patch.
Below this are the sets of possibilities for each order of differ-
entiation, illustrating the figurative ambiguity involved. No-
tice how the multi-linear tensor structure increases in com-
plexity. (b) Taylor’s theorem in 1-D for a sinusoidal function,
illustrating how the domain of convergence (patch size) is
related to order of derivative.
slant, tilt, and the principal curvatures and their deriva-
tives, providing geometrically intuitive machinery for
the invariance analysis.
We next combine the derivatives, in the Taylor sense,
to calculate a representation of the full space of possible
surface patches that could correspond to a given im-
age patch, up to some order of differentiation. In effect
this complements the statistical approach with an algo-
rithmic one, allowing us to ‘bootstrap’ the next-order
structure from the previously calculated structure. It
is important because the differential order of the im-
age and of the surface must somehow be coupled; here
we are able to ‘control’ it with our linear algebraic ma-
chinery. For a smooth Lambertian image patch (with
no additional information regarding the light source or
boundary), we develop a characterization of the set of
possible underlying surface patches.
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Fig. 2 A set of possible surface solutions to a cylindrical
image patch generated by the algorithm described in Section
4. Although the cylinder surface is usually considered as the
generic solution, any of the 5th degree polynomial surfaces
shown are also generic and could generate the image. The
rows depict variation in a generic solution space; the columns
correspond to changes in the attitude of the light source and
tangent plane (the bas-relief ambiguity). The richness of these
possible solutions, is well beyond what is normally expected
[56].
An illustration of the family of solutions is shown
in Fig. 2, for a Lambertian image patch of a cylinder.
This is, of course, a very special object in which the sur-
face normal variation is restricted to the radial direction
and the curvature forms are low rank; see discussion
in [26]. But it is also an important object in shape-from-
shading research. Algorithmically it has been invoked
to motivate a mean-curvature prior [2] and used to es-
timate human ‘reflectance functions’ [56]. Importantly,
even in this special case, there is enormous variation
in the perceived shape [43, 44, 58] and it plays a key
role in light-source identification algorithms (e.g., [51]).
Nevertheless, we can see that there are many surface
possibilities for that image patch, even taking into ac-
count bas-relief and generic lighting; the variation is
truly impressive.
Finally, we exploit image derivatives in a Markov
random field realization of a shape-from-shading algo-
rithm. A flatness prior deemphasizes the many possible
surface variations as well as the skew from bas-relief.
The statistical analysis suggests that working with dif-
ferentials helps, and our experiments show that the im-
age gradient (or shading flow field [8, 33]) is more in-
variant to light source errors than similiar computations
based on the raw intensities.
The improved invariance from the image gradient
corroborates results from several different areas. A num-
ber of results in human psychophysics, for example [19,
20], highlight the role of orientations. In fact, early pro-
cessing in mammalian visual systems are essentially
based on lifting the image into a position/orientation
representation [5,55]. On the recognition side, convolu-
tional neural networks [57] almost universally have an
early stage of oriented filters. In the end, we believe that
a deeper appreciation of the rich connections between
tensor analysis, differential geometry, and image struc-
ture can help to inform a new generation of approaches
to the shape-from-shading and other vision problems.
A note on reading this paper. We exploit the tensor
structure relevant to relate image derivatives to normal
field derivatives. To make this paper self-contained, we
have several Appendices with appropriate background
material. The less experienced reader might glance at
Appendix A, to get the basic notations for differential
geometry, followed by Appendix B, essential ideas from
tensor analysis. Otherwise, the technical content begins
in Sec. 3.
2 Background
Starting with the classical work of Horn [27–29], the
shape-from-shading inference problem is formulated as
a system of differential equations with solutions sought
along characteristic strips (but see [13]). Subsequently
[30] developed a variational approach, representing sur-
face orientation in stereographic coordinates to allow
the incorporation of constraints from the object bound-
ary, and enforcing smoothness via a penalty on squared
derivatives of these coordinates. Closer in spirit to this
work, Pentland [49] analyzed the first and second deriva-
tives of image intensity of a Lambertian shaded sur-
face, demonstrating in particular that all parameters
of the image formation process (including lighting) can
be recovered locally when the surface is assumed to be
spherical. He also [50] linearized the reflectance func-
tion so that the resulting (linear) PDE could be solved
via a spectral method. [64] provided an algorithm for
estimating the illuminant direction from image statis-
tics, as well as a shape-from-shading algorithm based
on forcing the gradients of the reconstructed image to
match the input image gradients. The algorithm is based
on an energy minimization, and estimates surface heights
and gradients simultaneously. [60] provided an update
procedure to allow the image irradiance equation to be
a hard constraint—so that image intensities are always
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perfectly matched by those implied by the inferred nor-
mals (and known light source). This involves project-
ing the normals onto the cone of normals whose angle
with the light source direction is consistent with the
observed image intensities. They then investigated dif-
ferent regularization constraints, including those based
on curvature consistency [18], and on matching the ob-
served image gradients. Our simulations are in approx-
imate agreement with his. Additional early work is re-
viewed in [63]. For related psychophysical experiments,
see [17,40,58].
Prados employed viscosity solutions [53], and in [52]
showed that the problem becomes well-posed when the
lighting model incorporates attenuation. More recently,
[2] infer shape, illumination (a spherical harmonic light-
ing model), and albedo simultaneously using a Bayesian
approach. They impose priors on illumination, albedo,
and shape—the latter of which consist of an assumption
of flatness (to counter bas-relief amibguities), bound-
ary constraints, and low mean-curvature variation. This
leads to an energy minimization (or likelihood max-
imization) which they solve using a standard quasi-
Newton technique (L-BFGS). Our experiments use a
model influenced by theirs, and our calculations pro-
vide additional support for it.
Other papers have recently emerged that are more
consistent with our approach. [65] approached the prob-
lem of estimating shape and illumination (also using a
spherical harmonic lighting model) by appealing to the
generic viewpoint assumption [23, 24]—incorporating a
prior based on “genericity” which favors solutions sta-
ble under slight changes in viewpoint or light source
position. This was enforced via a penalty on image
change under slight global rotations of the inferred ob-
ject. They also require integrability, but do not require
boundary constraints or additional priors. Nonetheless,
they achieve results competitive with [2].
Finally, a few papers are explicitly based on a patch
model. Conceptually, the idea is to solve for local patches
individually and then “stitch” them together [36, 61];
and see also [16]. Such approaches are possibly biolog-
ically relevant [62]. Of course, this basic idea also un-
derlies the PDE approach, where regularizers of (typ-
ically low order) are introduced for posedness issues.
Closer to this paper is [16], who formulate the problem
as solving a (large) system of polynomials using mod-
ern homotopy solvers. This is feasible for small images,
involves (up to) quartic interactions, and leads to exact
recovery of all possible solutions. For general patches,
one can model the associated pixel values with various
degrees of underlying surface complexity, represented as
a Taylor polynomial in either heights or normals. [61]
assume the image patch derives from a second-order
surface and, therefore seek a quadratic solution; in [36]
the image patch is modeled from a third-order surface.
Assuming a local surface patch is exactly modeled by
a quadratic, there are in general only four solutions to
the local image formation model, i.e., the coefficients of
the quadratic and the light source. If the image patch
is large enough (i.e., number of pixels) relative to the
number of coefficients of the Taylor polynomial, then
the local patch can be determined up to a four-fold
ambiguity [36, 61]. Clearly over-fitting can be a prob-
lem if the image patch is taken to be too large; e.g.,
errors will arise in fitting a quadratic surface to an im-
age patch that arose from a quartic surface. In general,
fixing the underlying surface complexity while consider-
ing successively larger image patches creates overfitting,
whereas fixing the constraints (image patch size) while
increasing the degree of the Taylor polynomial leads to
increasing ambiguity. These remarks are illustrated by
the algorithm in Sec. 4.
The remainder of this paper is composed of three re-
lated investigations. In Section 3, we explore the proba-
bility distribution of the local surface given local image
information. In Section 4, we derive an algorithm that
explicitly generates the set of ‘most probable’ Taylor
surfaces given the local image information. In Section 5,
we adopt a Markov random field framework based on
our analysis in Section 3.
3 Statistics of Lambertian Shading
Psychophysically, image orientations exhibit significant
invariance to changes in environment and isotropic sur-
face markings for specular [21] and textured [20,25] sur-
faces. In shape-from-shading, a confounding variable is
the direction of illumination. When do image orienta-
tions, or other low-order image derivative structure, ex-
hibit invariance to illumination in shape-from-shading?
What local surface structure is most likely to have gen-
erated observed low-order image structure?
To answer these questions, we now investigate the
likelihood and invariance properties of low-order im-
age derivatives of a shaded surface patch under generic
lighting. We first examine the image gradient; then we
extend our analysis to the image Hessian, and ask what
third order surface structure makes the image Hessian
invariant (up to scaling) to changes in illumination? In
the process, we derive decompositions for Dn and D2n,
the first and second derivatives of the surface normal.
To begin, we express derivatives of n in the standard
basis of R3, to obtain tractable expressions of arbitrary
orders of image derivatives under a Lambertian light-
ing model (See Appendix A for basic definitions and
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notation):
I = `Tn+ β
DI = `TDn
vec(D2I)T = `TD2n(1)
vec(D3I)T = `TD3n(1)
· · ·
where dependence of I and n on image location is sup-
pressed for clarity. (The vec and −(1) notation used
for higher order derivatives are covered in 3.2.) We as-
sume unit albedo, but not unit norm of `. Thus the
above model incorporates hemispheric as well as stan-
dard point-source Lambertian lighting (although we ig-
nore rectification of image intensities).
The various DjI are best viewed as jth-order ten-
sors (see Appendix), describing changes (in changes [in
changes . . . ]) of image intensity in different directions.
Expressed in the standard basis for the image plane,
they form arrays containing partial derivatives of im-
age intensity. In particular,
DI = ∇IT = (Ix Iy)
is the image gradient, while
D2I =
(
Ixx Ixy
Ixy Iyy
)
is the image Hessian.
Assuming smoothness of the surface, Ixy = Iyx,
which implies that the DjI are symmetric: any permu-
tation of the order of indices when accessing an entry in
the multidimensional array yields the same value (e.g.,
D3I212 = D3I221), and the order of inputs doesn’t mat-
ter (e.g., D3I(α,β,γ) = D3I(γ,α,β)). Similar sym-
metry applies to the Djn, although only to the second
and higher modes, meaning only the indices in second
or higher position can be permuted without any change
in the value of the accessed entry. (This is simply be-
cause the first mode corresponds to the component of
the normal being differentiated.)
In general, there is clearly no one-to-one correspon-
dence between a particular collection of image deriva-
tives and the surface that generated them (if only!)—
many different combinations of n, Dn, D2n can yield
the same combination of I, DI, and D2I, depending on
the direction of illumination `. However, not all combi-
nations of surface derivatives that can generate a given
image structure are equally likely. For instance, having
observed only the image gradient at a point, both a lo-
cally spherical and locally cylindrical (with major axis
orthogonal to the gradient) surface could have gener-
ated the observed structure—however, the locally cylin-
drical surface is in a sense more likely, because the im-
age gradient direction is invariant to changes in ` for
cylindrical surfaces, while an arbitrary gradient direc-
tion can be elicited from the spherical surface by vary-
ing `.
3.1 Distribution of the Image Gradient
Making this intuition precise - quantifying the like-
lihood of different surfaces generating a given image
structure - requires putting a probability distribution
on `. For instance, considering only ∇I and Dn for
the moment, given a specific Dn and a distribution on
` yields P (∇I, ` | Dn), the joint probability of a given
image gradient/light source combination given specific
normal variation. This is a delta function, since given
the surface structure and the light source there is only
one possible resulting image gradient. However, marginal-
izing out the light source “nuisance parameter” yields
P (∇I | Dn), the probability density of image gradients
for given surface structure. This is also known as the
likelihood L(Dn | ∇I) of the surface structure given the
image gradient.
To calculate this distribution, recall that linearly
transforming a random variable x ∈ X ⊂ Rn with den-
sity fx by a (full-rank) matrix An×n : X → Y ⊂ Rn
yields a random variable y = Ax whose distribution is
given by
fy(y) =
1
|detA|fx(A
−1y). (1)
This is most easily seen by considering a small cube
of “probability mass” at the point y = y0 ∈ Y , and
transforming back to X via x0 = A
−1y0. The den-
sity at x0 imposed by fx is then scaled by the (rela-
tive) transformed volume of the cube, which is given by
|detA−1| = 1|detA| . We can apply this to ∇I to calculate
f∇I . While Dn is not square, meaning it has no proper
inverse, we can use the pseudo-inverse Dn+ instead,
and replace detA with
√
detDnTDn (the product of
the singular values of Dn).
One definition of the pseudo-inverse is in terms of
the SVD of Dn: with Dn = QSRT (Q3×2 with QTQ =
I, R2×2 orthogonal, S2×2 diagonal), Dn+ = RS+QT,
where S+ is formed by inverting the non-zero diagonal
entries of S.
What is the geometric interpretation of the SVD of
Dn? The columns of R (rows of RT) indicate the direc-
tions in the image in which the normal changes the most
and least, for a unit step in the image. In other words,
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these are the directions of maximal and minimal view-
dependent curvature. The singular values in S indicate
the norm of these changes in normal. The columns of
Q correspond to the directions (in the tangent plane)
of these maximal and minimal changes.
View-dependent curvature is a useful concept (see
for example [31] for an application to generating line
drawings), but it is useful to preserve the separate ef-
fects of foreshortening and curvature because a form
based on intrinsic curvatures is easier to parameterize:
Dn has six elements, but only five degrees of freedom
(equivalent to the intrinsic parameters described be-
low). In other words, we can’t just pick any two or-
thogonal unit length vectors for Q above (three param-
eters), any two choices for the singular values S, and
some direction in the image for T—this may not lie
on the appropriate five-dimensional manifold of “valid”
Dn’s.
For these reasons, we express Dn in terms of the
natural parameters of first and second order surface
structure: the slant σ (degree of foreshortening), tilt τ
(maximal direction of foreshortening), κ1 and κ2 (prin-
cipal curvatures), and φ, the angle (in the tangent plane,
relative to the tilt direction) of maximum principal cur-
vature.
Lemma (Decomposition of Dn). With Ds = UΣV T
representing the SVD of the differential of the surface
parameterization Ds, W the matrix of principal curva-
ture directions (expressed in the tilt basis), and K the
diagonal matrix of principal curvatures,
Dn = UWKWTΣV T (2)
Dn+ = V Σ−1WK−1WTUT (3)
See appendix (B) for the derivation. Note that U ,
the 3× 2 matrix of left singular vectors of Ds, consists
of the R3 directions in the tangent plane of maximal
and minimal slant, Σ is the diagonal matrix
(
1
cos σ 0
0 1
)
,
and V is a 2×2 rotation matrix parameterized by τ (so
its first column is the tilt direction in the image).
The above decomposition tells a small story about
how change in the normal is calculated from a step in
the image. From right to left in (2), we follow an image
vector as it is (1) represented in the tilt basis in the
image by multiplication against V T; (2) projected onto
the surface and represented in the basis formed by the
tilt direction and its orthogonal (this just involves scal-
ing the component of v in the tilt direction by 1cosσ )
by Σ; (3) represented in the principal curvature basis
via transformation by WT; (4) scaled by the principal
curvatures K to yield the change in normal; (5) trans-
formed back into the tilt basis; (6) expanded into R3
by U .
The pseudo-inverse can be seen as performing ex-
actly the above operations in reverse (with UT project-
ing into the tilt basis in the tangent plane).
Distribution of ∇I
To apply the formula for a linear transformation of a
density function (1), note that our expression is ∇IT =
`TDn. We compute
∇ITDn+ = `TDnDn+
= `TUUT
= `Tt .
UUT performs projection into the tangent plane, so `t
is the tangential component of the light source `. (We
assume here that Dn is full rank.)
From (1) the density can then be written
f∇I|Dn(∇I|Dn) = 1√
detDnTDnf`t(∇I
TDn+), (4)
where f`t is the density of `t. Given a particular form
for f`, we can calculate f`t , the corresponding density
for the projected light source `t (since we have knowl-
edge of the tangent plane orientation provided by Dn).
If f` is rotationally symmetric (i.e., uniform in the di-
rection of incoming light), f`t will depend only on the
magnitude of `t, i.e., f`t|n(`t|n) = f‖`t‖(‖`t‖).
To arrive at an expression of (4) in terms of the sur-
face parameters σ, τ , κ1, and κ2, we evaluate
√
detDnTDn:
√
detDnTDn =
√
det(V ΣWK2WTΣV T)
=
√
det(Σ)2 det(K)2
=
|κ1κ2|
cosσ
=
|κG|
cosσ
, (5)
where κG is the Gaussian curvature of the surface.
Proposition 1 Using the above notation, the density
for the image gradient, conditioned on Dn and given a
corresponding distribution on the projected light source
f`t , has the natural parameter form
f∇I|Dn(∇I|Dn) = cosσ|κG| f`t(∇I
TDn+). (6)
One concern is that this density becomes degenerate
when Dn is rank 1—the likelihood of image gradients
in the row-space of Dn becomes infinite. Theoretically,
this can be dealt with by restricting our probability
measure to this rowspace, something we don’t pursue
here. For computational purposes, this can be mitigated
by adding noise to the image formation model.
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We note that [9] also derives a distribution for the
image gradient, consistent with the result here, in the
specific case of normally distributed light sources and
ignoring the effect of foreshortening.
As an example, consider the density on ` given by
the uniform distribution on the unit sphere, f` =
1
4pi δ(‖`‖−
1), where δ is the Dirac delta distribution. Projection
of this distribution onto a plane then yields
f∇I|Dn(∇I|Dn) (7)
=
cosσ
2pi |κG|
√
1−∇ITDn+Dn+T∇I
=
cosσ
2pi |κG|
√
1−∇ITV Σ−1WK−2WTΣ−1V T∇I , (8)
valid whenever κG 6= 0, 0 ≤ σ < pi2 .
It is useful to examine certain invariance properties
of the image gradient. f∇I|Dn, the likelihood of Dn, in-
creases as |κG| decreases (when f`t(∇ITDn+) can be
held constant). This happens whenever one or both of
the surface curvatures are sufficiently small; i.e., when
the surface is close to cylindrical or planar. This implies,
for non-zero gradients, curved cylinders (with axis or-
thogonal to the gradient) should be preferred as the
likeliest local surface patches (if all we know is the first
order image structure). This point is confirmed empir-
ically in the final experimental section.
For cylinders, there is a one-dimensional space of
possible gradients (i.e., the row space of Dn, which de-
termines the possible ∇I), or in other words, only the
scale of the gradient (not the direction, up to sign) can
vary as the light source is changed. This is intuitively
clear, however this perspective (considering the dimen-
sion of the row space of Dn) scales nicely to analyzing
the image Hessian, which we address next.
3.2 Distribution of the Image Hessian
We now seek to go “up a level” to calculate the distri-
bution of the image Hessian, given third -order surface
structure D2n? As with the gradient, the Hessian is
linearly related to `, but now through D2n. Since D2n
is a third-order tensor, we must consider what is the
appropriate analog of the pseudo-inverse and product
of singular values?
Using tools from linear algebra A), we “unfold” the
tensor into a matrix. For a third-order tensor, there are
three possible unfoldings, achieved by laying out the
columns, rows, or “depths” of the tensor side-by-side as
column vectors in a matrix. These are referred to as the
mode-1, mode-2, and mode-3 unfoldings, and for a ten-
sor A are denoted A(1), A(2), and A(3), respectively. In
general, the mode-i unfolding A(i) selects column vec-
tors for the unfolded matrix by fixing all indices but the
i-th in the tensor. The order in which column vectors
are put into the unfolded matrix is for most purposes
arbitrary, so long as a consistent convention is adopted.
We work exclusively with the mode-1 unfolding, since
this preserves the mode (dimension) of the tensor re-
sponsible for interaction with the light source. For D2n,
which is naturally 3×2×2, its unfolding D2n(1) is 3×4.
This gives the expression for the image Hessian
vec(H)T = vec(D2I)T = `TD2n(1) (9)
The left hand side of this equation requires use of the
vectorization operator, taking a matrix and forming a
column vector from its entries. In general, care should
be taken to ensure this operation is compatible with the
tensor unfolding operation, although here since H and
D2n are compatibly symmetric both row- and column-
major approaches yield the same result.
A delicacy derives from the fact that the Hessian
contains four elements, but has the constraint (assum-
ing smoothness) that both mixed partial derivatives
(Ixy and Iyx) are equal. Its vectorization vec(H) there-
fore lives on a three-dimensional subspace of R4, so the
density for the Hessian defined on R4 is singular—all of
the probability mass resides on a Lebesgue measure 0
subspace. Consequently, we only consider volume with
respect to this three-dimensional subspace. An alterna-
tive to the full vectorization operation for symmetric
matrices is the “half-vectorization” operator vech(H),
retaining only the three distinct elements of H (drop-
ping one of the redundant components from the Hes-
sian). Making the right hand side of (9) compatible is
then achieved by multiplication against the matrix
L =

1 0 0
0 12 0
0 12 0
0 0 1
 ,
giving
vech(H)T = `TD2n(1)L. (10)
Note that L+ gives the “duplication” matrix, such that
vech(H)TL+ = vec(H)T (when H is symmetric).
Lemma (Decomposition of D2n). Applying the above
notation for the unfolding operation, D2n and D2n+
can be decomposed into “natural parameter” forms given
by
D2n(1) = U3W3A(1)(WTΣV T)⊗2 (11)
D2n+(1) = (V Σ−1W )⊗2A+(1)WT3 UT3 , (12)
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where
A(1) =
 f g g hg h h i
κ21 0 0 κ
2
2
 , (13)
and f = κ1s, g = κ1t, h = κ2s, i = κ2t are the partial
derivatives of the principal curvatures (in the princi-
pal directions), C⊗2 = C ⊗ C is the Kronecker product
of a matrix with itself, and U3 and W3 are orthogonal
extensions of U and W to 3× 3 matrices.
A derivation of the above decomposition is in the
appendix, where we also provide a closed form expres-
sion for A+(1). Note that U3 adds the normal vector as
a third column of U , while W3 embeds W in the up-
per left of a 3 × 3 identity matrix. We denote partial
derivatives in the first (maximal) and second (minimal)
principal directions by −s and −t, respectively.
This decomposition is similar to the one derived for
Dn, in that it consists of sending image vectors into
the basis formed by the principle curvature directions
in the tangent plane (the Kronecker product in the de-
composition above does this for each of the two inputs
to D2n), calculating the change (or change in change)
of the normal, and expanding/rotating back out into
the standard basis for R3.
To use the decomposition in calculating fH|Dn,D2n,
we must calculate |det(D2n(1) L)|, which using the de-
composition is
det(D2n(1) L) = det
(
U3W3A(1)(WTΣV T)⊗2
)
= det
(A(1)Σ⊗2L)
(by ignoring rotation matrices [32])
= det
(
A(1)L
(
sec2 σ 0 0
0 secσ 0
0 0 1
))
= det(A(1)L) sec3 σ
=
κ21
(
h2 − gi)+ κ22 (g2 − fh)
cos3 σ
.
Proposition 2 Using the above notation, the density
of the Hessian (conditioned on third order knowledge of
the surface s) for a given distribution on light sources
f` has the natural parameter form
fH|s(H|s) =
cos3 σ · f`
(
vec(H)T(V Σ−1W )⊗2A+(1)WT3 UT3
)
|κ21 (h2 − gi) + κ22 (g2 − fh)|
(14)
3.3 Invariance Properties of the Image Hessian
Under what circumstances does the image Hessian pos-
sess invariance to changes in light position? In partic-
ular, for cylindrical surfaces, the gradient is restricted
to lie along a one-dimensional subspace—what are the
analogs for third-order shape, i.e., where the Hessian is
restricted to a one-dimensional subspace?
The decomposition derived for D2n(1) affords an ap-
proach to answering this question. Recall
vec(H)T = `TD2n(1) = `TU3W3A(1)(WTΣV T)⊗2.
Note that the rowspace of D2n(1) spans the space of
possible image Hessians for a given D2n. Since D2n(1)
is 3× 4, whenever D2n is full (row) rank, the space of
possible image Hessians is three-dimensional, i.e. any
possible image Hessian can be generated by positioning
the light source appropriately. The space of possible
Hessians is restricted only when D2n has reduced rank
(one or more of its singular values is 0).
We now examine when D2n(1) is rank 1. Since U3,
W3, V , and Σ are always full rank, this occurs when
A(1) is rank 1. This in turn occurs when the rows or
columns of A(1) are all scalar multiples of one another.
The distinct columns of A(1) are
v1 =
 fg
κ21
 v2 =
gh
0
 v3 =
 hi
κ22

When the columns are scalar multiples of one another,
then v2 = αv1,v3 = βv1. We can see immediately
α = 0, since ακ21 = v23 = 0 (assuming κ1 6= 0). Con-
sequently, g = αf = 0, and h = αg = 0. We’re left
with
v1 =
 f0
κ21
 v2 = 0 v3 =
 0i
κ22
 .
Three possibilities remain, distinguished by whether κ1
and κ2 are both zero, only κ1 is non-zero, or both are
non-zero (we assume κ21 ≥ κ22 via our choice of basis).
Proposition 3 The three circumstances under which
D2n(1) is rank 1 are
1. κ1 = κ2 = 0, and (f, g), (g, h) and (h, i) all lie along
the same line.
2. f = κ1s 6= 0 and β = i = 0, so v3 = 0 and κ22 = 0.
3. f = g = h = i = 0 but β 6= 0, and κ22 = βκ21.
Case 1 above occurs when the surface has no curva-
ture (locally planar or an inflection point of the surface
normal). For this condition, the image gradient will al-
ways be 0, since there is no normal change in any di-
rection, i.e., we are at a singular point in the image.
Furthermore, since the Jacobian of the principal curva-
tures is given by
(
f g
h i
)
= (κ1s κ1tκ2s κ2t), and (f, g) and (h, i)
are collinear, the principal curvatures are only chang-
ing in one direction (and there is another direction in
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which both principal curvatures remain 0). This occurs
for example at the inflection point along a sigmoidal
shape extruded along a straight line.
Case 2 corresponds to a generalization of the cylinder—
normal change (and change in normal change) occurs in
only one direction. A corollary of this condition is that
the image Hessian is itself rank 1. To see this, note that
`TU3W3A(1) = (a, 0, 0, 0) = vec(X) for some a, letting
X be the matricization (inverse of the vectorization) of
(a, 0, 0, 0). Then, with M = WTΣV T we have
vec(H)T = vec(X)TM⊗2 = vec(MTXM), (15)
via an identity of the Kronecker product. Thus H =
MTXM . Since X is clearly rank 1, so is H.
This condition dictates that when the image Hes-
sian is rank 1 and the gradient direction is orthogo-
nal to the nullspace of the Hessian (intensity change
and change in the gradient lie in the same direction),
cylindrical solutions should be preferred. Or, in other
words, we should assume the normal isn’t changing in
the isophote direction. Despite the somewhat obvious
nature of this “prior”, it is relatively powerful, since it
provides a specific constraint based on observable image
features.
In Case 3 there is no third-order change at all. Be-
cause the third-order terms are exactly the derivatives
of the principal curvatures, this means we are at a
critical point of the principal curvatures—for exam-
ple a local maximum or minimum, or a region of lo-
cally constant curvatures. This case reveals that the
Hessian changes only up to an overall scaling factor
(meaning properties like its eigenvectors and the ratio of
its eigenvalues are preserved) under geometrically (and
perceptually) interesting locations—namely, at extrema
of curvature (such as often occur at the top/bottom of
many bumps/dimples), or regions of constant curva-
ture. (A simple example of the latter condition is of
course the sphere, which has constant positive curva-
tures.) Furthermore, while the space of possible Hes-
sians is one-dimensional in this situation, the Hessian
itself will generally not be rank 1.
3.4 Combining the Gradient and Hessian
Thus far, we have considered the gradient and Hessian
separately, however they are not independent: given
knowledge of the surface s, observing ∇I provides in-
formation about the position of the light source, i.e.,
f`|∇I,Dn 6= f`. For instance, knowledge of a full-rank
Dn and its accompanying observed image gradient re-
stricts the light source to lie along a one-dimensional
subspace parallel to the normal, since we can recon-
struct the tangential component of the light source via
Fig. 3 Visualization of second and third order structure on
a mesh. On the left, red and cyan indicate positive and neg-
ative Gaussian curvature regions, respectively. On the right,
intensity of green indicates the maximum absolute value of
the third order coefficients. An online interactive demo of
this visualization is available at http://dhr.github.io/mesh-
curvatures. The curvatures and third order terms are calcu-
lated via [54].
`Tt = ∇ITDn+. Incorporating this effect yields an ex-
pression for the joint density. Expanding the joint dis-
tribution via the chain rule gives
f∇I,H|s = fH|∇I,s · f∇I|s (16)
We have already calculated f∇I|s above, and fH|∇I,s de-
pends on ∇I only through the constrained distribution
on `. Thus
f∇I,H|s =
(cosσ)4
|κG| |m|f`|∇I,s(vec(H)
TD2n+) f`t|s(∇ITDn+),
(17)
where m = κ21
(
h2 − gi)+ κ22 (g2 − fh).
A joint density involving the image intensity is also
possible via a similar approach—we note that in this
case, f`|∇I,I,s is in fact a delta function (knowing the
intensity, gradient, the normal and its derivative, we can
generically recover the light source). To expand, under
the Lambertian model, note that I provides the compo-
nent of the light source lying in the normal direction n:
`n = `
TnnT = InT is the projection of the light source
onto the normal. Additionally, note that DnDn+ =
UUT, which is the projection operator into the tangent
plane. Thus ∇ITDn+ = `TDnDn+ = `TUUT = `t,
the projection of ` into the tangent plane. This gives
the relation (for non-zero curvatures) `T = `Tn + `
T
t =
InT+∇ITDn+. Substituting this in to the equation for
the Hesssian gives
vec(H)T = (InT +∇IDn+)D2n(1). (18)
This is a linear algebraic formulation of the “second
order shading equations” derived in [36].
When D2n(1) is full rank, we can additionally ex-
press the light source via `T = vec(H)TD2n+(1), which
can be plugged into the formula for the image gradient
and intensity to yield alternate expressions.
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3.5 Connections to Other Work
Recall that we have
vec(H)T = `TU3W3A(1)(WTΣV T)⊗2
=⇒
vec(H)T(V Σ−1)⊗2 = `TU3W3
(
f g g h
g h h i
κ21 0 0 κ
2
2
)
W⊗2
For any fixed choice of normal (fixing U , Σ, and V ),
light source, and third order terms, we can match a
given image Hessian by specifying the principal curva-
tures and directions. There are four choices in general,
corresponding to the choices of signs of the principal
curvatures (as these get squared in A). A related re-
sult is called the “four-fold ambiguity” in [36]. Subse-
quent work in [61] used this observation in service of
a shape-from-shading algorithm (assuming known light
source). This work assumed third-order coefficients re-
sulting from a Monge-patch expansion from the im-
age plane were small—but note that these are different
third order coefficients from those in A (which are de-
fined from the tangent plane). Third order coefficients
defined from the image plane are view dependent, while
those in A are not (meaning they are invariant to rota-
tions of the surface).
The approach described so far is similar to the no-
tion of genericity described in [23]. That work provides
a general derivation of “generic” (stability) priors in
inference problems, using a Laplace approximation to
derive a form for the posterior distribution of scene pa-
rameters (here, shape) given image data, by marginal-
izing out “nuisance” parameters that don’t need to be
precisely estimated (the light source). Due to our for-
mulation, we have calculated the posterior exactly in
the case of local Lambertian shading.
4 The Generic Surfaces Underlying an Image
Patch
We now switch from analyzing individual derivatives
and their statistics to visualizing the set of possible un-
derlying surface patches given an image patch. Using
the above machinery, we will illustrate the family of
surfaces which are most probable (generic) for a given
image patch modeled by a Taylor expansion. This en-
tire section will be devoted to deriving an algorithm to
generate that family. Significantly, the variation in the
family is much wider than what one normally imagines.
The image patch I(x, y) is modeled by a Taylor ap-
proximation I¯(x, y):
I¯(x, y) = I(p) + xD1pI(x) + y D
1
pI(y)+
+
1
2
(
x2D2pI(x,x) + 2xyD
2
pI(x,y) + y
2D2pI(y,y)
)
+ third and higher order terms
Here, we use the notation DjpI(·, ·, . . . , ·) to represent
the jth derivative of the function I(x, y) at the point p.
It is a multilinear j−form that requires j vector inputs
to return a scalar value in R. Thus, DjpI : R2
j → R
for each j. Our goal is to understand the map from
I¯(x, y) to a Taylor approximation of our surface normal
field, n¯(x, y). n¯(x, y) is a polynomial with coefficients
Djpn(·, ·, . . . , ·) : R2
j → R3.
Relating the two Taylor approximations can be un-
derstood by relating the coefficients. Thus, we seek an
algorithm that takes the known values {DjpI}nj=1 as in-
puts and outputs the {Djpn}nj=1. Building on the ear-
lier results, this one to many map carries the ambiguity
when going from the Taylor approximation of the im-
age to the Taylor approximation of the normal field.
For notational simplicity, we will drop the p subscript
for the rest of the analysis.
A subtlety arises because the normal vector is unit
length, and this causes the above map to be nonlinear.
As before, represent the surface as a height function
over the image plane: S(x, y) = {x, y, h(x, y)}. Using
subscripts to denote partial differentation, the associ-
ated normal field is
n(x, y) =
1√
1 + h2x + h
2
y
{−hx,−hy, 1} (19)
4.1 Image intensity gives a projection of the normal
field
A Lambertian image intensity is given by I(x, y) = α` ·
n(x, y). Assuming constant albedo, we set α = 1. As
before, apply derivative operators j times to both sides
to obtain:
DjI(·, ·, . . . , ·) = `TDjn(·, ·, . . . , ·) (20)
The square root term in the denominator of (19) cre-
ates difficulties in relating the {DjI}nj=1 to the param-
eters {hx, hy, hxx, . . .} (or other surface parameters).
According to the above (20), we see that the relation-
ships between {DjI}nj=1 and {Djn}nj=1 are a projec-
tion along the (unknown) light source vector `. We will
need two more linearly independent projections in or-
der to uniquely define the remainder of {Djn}nj=1 and
thus recover a Taylor approximation to the normal field,
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n¯(x, y). As we now show, one of these additional projec-
tions will be set by the unit length condition on n¯(x, y).
The final projection can be freely set and represents the
ambiguity in the shape from shading problem.
4.2 Normalization constraints yield another projection
of the normal field
The normalization constraint can be expanded as a sys-
tem of linear constraints in the Taylor series. By en-
forcing this linear system of constraints, we can ensure
an approximately unit length normal field (up to error
O(xn+1)) in the following manner.
The normalization constraint is:
1 = 〈n(x, y),n(x, y)〉 (21)
Here, we write 〈·, ·〉 as the standard dot product in
R3 and we write n0 = n(p) as the normal vector at
the center of our patch. The above equation can be
differentiated in an arbitrary image vector direction u
and evaluated at p:
0 = 〈D1un,n0〉 (22)
Differentiate in another direction v:
0 = 〈D2vun,n0〉+ 〈D1vn,D1un〉 (23)
We do not choose {u,v} before we differentiate; we
could keep these directions unknown and general. That
is, we consider the Djn as a (1, j) tensor – a linear
machine seeking j vectors and outputting a vector in
R3. We create 〈Djn,Dkn〉 as a new (0, j+ k) tensor in
the following way:
· Construct Djn ⊗ Dkn as a (2, j + k) tensor. The
two contravariant parts correspond to the R3 vec-
tors Djn,Dkn once j + k inputs have been chosen.
· Lower an index associated with the unique contravari-
ant component (in R3) of Dkn to get a (1, j+k+1)
tensor.
· Contract the two indices associated with the R3
components (we now have one covariant and one
contravariant) to perform the dot product.
Thus,
〈Djn,Dkn〉 = C([(Djn⊗Dkn)) (24)
where C is the contraction operator and [ lowers the
appropriate index.
Examining the Equations 22, 23, a pattern emerges:
if {Djn}j<m were known, then we could calculate
〈Dmn,n0〉. This key point will allow us to solve for
〈Dmn,n0〉 for each m inductively and thereby gain
knowledge of the projection of the Djn coefficients onto
the central normal n0. Continuing to take derivatives
and rearranging, we get the following proposition.
Proposition 4 The constraint 〈n,n〉 = 1 can be Tay-
lor approximated up to order k by enforcing a series of
linear constraints,
〈Djn(V ),n0〉 =
−
∑
1≤a≤b j2c
∑
pia∈Π
〈Dan(pia(V )),Dj−an(pia(V )C)〉 (25)
for every j ≤ k.
Here, Π is the set of combinations of a objects chosen
from j objects. These combinations arise from the ap-
plication of the product rule multiple times. We let V
belong to the space R2j of j 2D image vector inputs into
the tensor Djn and then pia(V ) represents a subset of
a inputs out of the j possible ones. Thus, pia(V )
C rep-
resents the remaining j − a inputs. Note that since the
order of the inputs doesn’t matter (but whether they
get fed to Dan or Dj−an does), we use combinations.
In conclusion, if {Djn}j<m were known, we could
acquire the projections of Dmn onto the vector n0. As
Dmn is fully defined when its projection onto three
linearly independent vectors is known, it remains to
search for one more projection. Unfortunately, there is
no other information in the shape from shading problem
that allows us to directly set a third projection of the
Djn coefficients. This inherent ambiguity in the prob-
lem is due to the normal field being a higher dimen-
sional entity (taking values on S2) than the intensity
function (taking values on R).
4.3 Using generic lighting to obtain a third projection
We now introduce a device that will allow us to calcu-
late a third projection of Djn . Let G(x, y) : Ω → R
be any smooth function and let b be any direction in
R3 not in the span of {`,n0}. Suppose we choose to
set bTDjN = DjG,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Provided we en-
sure `TDjN = DjI, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and (25) holds for
each j, we will construct a Taylor series n¯(x, y) that is
approximately unit length and approximately matches
the image. (For a discussion of these Taylor remainder
errors, please see the Appendix.) Integrating this nor-
mal field would provide a surface patch matching the
original image patch for any G; however, some choices
of G may be better (i.e. more robust and probable) than
others.
A natural choice forG comes from the generic frame-
work and notation developed in [23, 24], which we now
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develop for our case. Define
β =
[D0n D1n . . . Dnn] (26)
Y =
[D0I D1I . . . DnI] (27)
As before, we have unfolded the various tensors Djn
into 3× 2j matrices and then appended them together.
Let m =
∑n
i=1 2
i. Then, β is a linear map from Rm to
R3 and Y is a linear map from Rm to R . Now, consider
the following rendering function:
g(`,β) = Y (28)
= `Tβ (29)
Following [23, 24], we call ` the generic variable, β
the scene parameters, and Y the observations. ` is an
unknown vector in R3. Following [23, 24], we assume a
Gaussian noise model on the observations Y :
Y = Yˆ + T (30)
where Yˆ is the ideal rendered observation and T ∼
N(0,Σ) with Σ = diag(σ2) for some σ ∈ R+. For the
noise model, we have
P (Y |β, `) = 1
(
√
2piσ2)m
e−
||Y−g(`,β)||2
2σ2 (31)
Appling Bayes’ theorem and integrating over the generic
variable ` yields the posterior distribution:
P (β|Y ) = k exp
(−||Y − g(`0,β)||2
2σ2
)
· [Pβ(β)P`(`0)] 1√
det(A)
(32)
= k (fidelity)
· (prior probability) (genericity)
where Pβ(β), P`(`0) are prior distributions on the sur-
face and light source parameters, `0 is the light source
that can best account for the observations given a cho-
sen β and A is a matrix with the following elements:
Aij = g
′
i · g′j − (Y − g(`0,β)) · g′′ij (33)
with
g′i =
∂g(`,β)
∂li
∣∣∣
`=`0
(34)
g′′ij =
∂2g(`,β)
∂li∂lj
∣∣∣
`=`0
(35)
For more details of the previous Bayesian analysis,
consult [24]. We now seek the solutions that maximize
the posterior probability P (β|Y ). From (32), we maxi-
mize by choosing β and `0 so that ||Y − g(`0,β)|| = 0
while at the same time setting det(A) = 0.
When ||Y − g(`0,β)|| = 0, A is the Gram matrix
ββT. The condition that det(A) = 0 is equivalent to
the constraint that β is a low rank 3 ×m matrix. Un-
der this condition, β is determined (up to two constants
c1, c2) by its projection onto two linearly independent
vectors. (We ignore the rank 1 case, as it’s infinitesi-
mally unlikely compared to the rank 2 case.) β’s pro-
jection onto two linearly independent vectors can al-
ready be obtained, as the components of β are each
Djn. Thus, if we restrict n¯(x, y) to the generic solu-
tions, we can solve for it unambiguously up to the un-
knowns {c1, c2, `0,n0}. We now show this.
4.4 Representing unknown lighting and tangent plane
orientation via change of basis
As the known projections of Djn are onto the vectors
{`,n0}, we will work in a basis defined by those vectors.
Define `t to be the unit length projection of ` onto
the tangent plane perpendicular to n0. That is, `t =
1√
1−I2 (` − (` · n)n). Let b = n0 × `t. Then, define
P ∈ SO3(R):
P =
 n0`t
b
T (36)
P is an unknown orthogonal matrix, since we don’t
know either the normal or the direction of the light
source. However, rather than computing the Taylor sur-
face n¯(x, y) in the standard R3 basis, we will instead
compute the modified Taylor surface P T n¯(x, y). This
is merely considering the output of n¯(x, y) in a different
frame. In this fashion, we solve for a family of surfaces
that will all match the Taylor image polynomial. To
obtain a single member of that family, we choose an el-
ement Q ∈ SO3(R) and multiply to get Q(P T n¯(x, y)).
This is equivalent to choosing a normal and light source
for the scene.
Thus our new goal is to solve for P T n¯(x, y) by solv-
ing for the coefficients of the Taylor series P TDjn, 1 ≤
j ≤ n. We do this in an inductive manner, as we will
need the {P TDjn}j<k in order to solve for P TDkn.
4.5 Algorithm for computing the generic surfaces
Now, we put the pieces described in the above subsec-
tions together in order to create an inductive algorithm
that can solve for all generic surfaces corresponding to
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Fig. 4 Similar to Figure 2, we show two more examples of solution surfaces to a given image. In (a) and (b), there are
two distinct original images resulting from a Lambertian imaged surface. In each case, we compute ‘equivalent’ surfaces that
generate the same image patch, up to a Taylor approximation. The Taylor approximating polynomials I¯ and n¯ have degree
5. Across columns, we change the rotation matrix P , which amounts to changing the light source and central normal (e.g.
bas-relief ambiguity). Across rows, we change the values of the generic parameters c1, c2, chosen by c1 = c2 varying linearly
from −1 to 1. However, all solutions are considered ‘generic’ according to Freeman’s definition [23].
a single image patch. To do this efficiently, we use an
unfolding of the tensors DjI and Djn.
We recall that Djn is a (1, j) tensor – a multilin-
ear map from R2j to R3. It has a matrix representa-
tion, a rank 1 unfolding, whose dimensions are 3 × 2j .
To calculate the action of this tensor on our inputs
{v1,v2, . . . ,vj},vi ∈ R2, we apply its matrix repre-
sentation to the Kronecker product of the inputs w =
v1 ⊗ v2 . . .⊗ vj . We seek these matrix representations.
Let rji stand for row i of P
TDjn:
P TDjn =
 rj1rj2
rj3
 (37)
Suppose {P TDkn}k<j were known and the linear com-
bination constants {c1, c2} were chosen. We describe
now how to define the matrix P TDjn; this is the in-
ductive step.
By (25), we can calculate rj1 by noting that an or-
thogonal transformation does not change inner prod-
ucts. Thus, the RHS of (25) can be calculated and rj+11
can be set equal to it. Next, we define rj2 = `
T
t DjN in
the following manner:
rj2 = `
T
t Djn (38)
=
1√
1− I2 (`− (` · n)n)
TDjn (39)
=
1√
1− I2
(
`TDjn− InTDjn) (40)
=
1√
1− I2
(
DjI − Irj1
)
(41)
Thus, given rj1 from the normalization constraints
and DjI from the image information, we can find the
next row rj2 uniquely. Note that we are assuming that `t
exists, which it will at every regular point. It remains to
define rj3 as the linear combination of the previous two
rows: rj3 = c1r
j
1+c2r
j
2. Now, we have defined P
TDjn by
its rows {rj1, rj2, rj3} and we continue on to P TDj+1n.
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Fig. 5 Illustration of a method for generating the equiva-
lence class of Taylor polynomial surfaces with equivalent im-
ages. Given a surface, we can construct other surfaces that
give the same Taylor image as described in Section 4.6.
It remains to define the base case: P TD1n. From
(22), we know its first row r11 must be the 0 vector.
From (41), we find that r12 is just the weighted bright-
ness gradient r12 =
D1I√
1−I2 . Finally, due to the generic
assumption, we set r13 = c2r
1
2.
Proposition 5 Following the algorithm described above
(and summarized in Algorithm 1) yields coefficients
{Djn}kj=1 defining a multivariate Taylor polynomial n¯(x, y)
that is generic according to [24], matches exactly the
image Taylor approximation I¯(x, y), and is unit length
(up to a Taylor approximation error of order k).
See the Appendix for precise details regarding the
unit length error. Below in Algorithm 1, we summarize
the above section in pseudocode.
Algorithm 1 Djn Induction
1: Input: {DmI}km=0, c1, c2
2: For 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1
3: If j = 0
4: r11 = {0, 0}
5: Else
6: rj+11 ← calculated from {PTDkn}k<j via (25)
7: rj+12 ← calculated from {rj+11 ,Dj+1I} via (41)
8: rj+13 ← c1rj+11 +c2rj+12 using generic constants c1, c2
9: PTDj+1n← {rj+11 , rj+12 , rj+13 }
10: End
4.6 Discussion of Algorithm 1
In summary, we considered the projections of each set
of Taylor coefficients Djn onto an unknown but fixed
plane (the “visible attribute plane” spanned by the light
source `t and the central normal n0) defined by some
unknown rotation matrix P . We know the projections
as the 〈Djn,n0〉 is determined by the unit normal con-
straint and 〈Djn, `t〉 is a function of the image and
〈Djn,n0〉. Two normal fields construct the same image
if their Taylor tensors Djn have equivalent projections
onto this plane at each differential level j. The ambigu-
ity stems from the fact that we cannot know the heights
of these tensors above the plane (the projection of Djn
along b). By choosing the projection of Djn along b
generically, we can construct different generic normal
fields that will result in the same Taylor image patch.
This is illustrated pictorially in Fig 5 and is used to
generate the different surfaces in Figs 2, 4, and ??.
There have been many attempts to relate local im-
age derivatives to local surface derivatives in Lamber-
tian shading, but complexity arises from the nonlinear
term
√
1 + h2x + h
2
y in the denominator of n(x, y). The
derivatives become more and more complex and the
analysis soon becomes intractable. There have also been
approaches towards representing the surface in a dif-
ferent way (principal directions basis, covariant deriva-
tives, stereographic projections) but all tend to gain
complexity as more derivatives are considered. In this
section, we have described a method of representation
that does not increase in analytic complexity as more
derivatives are considered – this allows us to calculate
all generic Taylor expansions (of any order) of a surface
for a given image.
5 Experiments in Gradient-Based
Reconstruction
We now perform a computational experiment based on
the statistical analysis in Section 3. We adopt a Markov
random field (MRF) framework for structuring the in-
ference [59], so that the effect of key points in the pre-
vious analysis can be evaluated. Specifically, from the
statistical computations we introduce a cylindricity po-
tential, and second we suppress the variation in possible
surface inferences by a flatness potential. In the end, we
show that matching image gradients is less sensitive to
errors in assumed light source position than a recon-
struction based on matching intensities directly.
We use an image triangulation as the base graph,
and the gradient of surface depth as the latent vari-
ables. We optimize an energy functional consisting of
standard terms and non-standard terms (described pre-
cisely below). Let C represent the set of triangles in the
mesh and zˆ be the view direction.
· Standard Terms:
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– Image intensities φI : via squared error; equiv-
alent to assuming corruption by additive Gaus-
sian noise. This unary potential applies indepen-
dently to each node i in the triangulation: We as-
sume hemispheric lighting, to avoid large black
regions in the image under oblique lighting con-
ditions (when the normal faces away from the
light source).
– Integrability φint: penalizes deviation from sym-
metry of the estimated surface Hessian:
– Boundary φb: enforces orthogonality of estimated
normals to the surface boundary.
· Non-standard Terms:
– Flatness: counters the bas-relief family [4]; also
used in [2];
φflat = −
∑
c∈C
log(nc · zˆ)
– Image gradient:
φ∇I =
∑
c∈C
∥∥∥∥∇Ic − 12DnTc `
∥∥∥∥2
– Cylindricity: encourages normal change to hap-
pen in the direction of the image gradient by pe-
nalizing normal change occuring in the isophote
direction. Letting w be the estimated isophote
direction for a triangle, we define
φcyl =
∑
c∈C
wTDnTcDncw
The energy functional is a simple summation:
E(g) = wIφI(g) + w∇Iφ∇I(g) + wintφint(g)
+ wflatφflat(g) + wcylφcyl(g)
(42)
and it is optimized using L-BFGS (Limited-memory
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) [41]. Further dis-
cussion of energy functions and regularization are in
[39].
In the first experiment we demonstrate reconstruc-
tions based on intensities a known light source, for sev-
eral shapes in Table 1. The weights used are wI = 4,
w∇I = 0, wint = 150, wflat = 0.001. They were chosen
to balance the magnitude of the contribution of each ac-
tive term to the overall objective function value, which
yielded good performance.
We empirically test our hypothesis that matching
image gradients yields improved invariance to light source
position when the assumed light source contains esti-
mation error. To evaluate performance, we used a set
of smooth but structured shapes, and seven initial light
Fig. 6 (a) Reconstruction error under known light sources,
averaged across shapes and lighting conditions. (b) Average
reconstruction error under perturbed light sources.
source positions. For each light source position, we per-
turb the source by 22.5 degrees in each of four direc-
tions (towards the viewer, away from the viewer, and
clockwise and counterclockwise). We note that human
observers frequently make errors of this magnitude in
estimating the direction of illumination [48].
We inferred shapes using three settings of the weights
for the energy function E above. First, we reconstructed
based on image intensities (wI = 4, w∇I = 0). A sec-
ond reconstruction was performed using image gradi-
ents (wI = 0, w∇I = 100). The weight for the gra-
dient term was chosen so that performance was good
on known light source images and so that its contri-
bution to the overall energy was similar in magnitude
to the contribution from the intensity term. Finally, a
third reconstruction (wI = 0, w∇I = 100, wcyl = 10)
was performed, including the cylindricity constraint.
All reconstructions shared wb = 0.05, wint = 150, and
wflat = 0.001.
In Fig. 6, we show the mean angular error of re-
constructions from intensities, gradients, and gradients
plus the cylindricity term, for both exact and perturbed
light sources, averaged across all shapes and lighting
conditions. In Fig. 7, we plot the mean angular error
(average angular difference between inferred and true
normals) in the reconstruction for all shapes and light
source positions, as a function of number of iterations
of the optimization. Note that matching based on gra-
dients tends to give both faster convergence and lower
overall error. Some example reconstructions, comparing
results from reconstructions from intensities to those
from gradients, can be seen in 2.
Adding the cylindricity constraint improves results
further. While the results of 3 suggest assuming cylin-
dricity when the gradient structure is locally parallel,
this is not enforced explicitly in the constraint we em-
ploy here. However, a similar effect occurs as a byprod-
uct of the optimization process (at the cost of some ad-
ditional flatness in doubly curved regions)—satisfying
both cylindricity and gradient matching penalties can-
not be fully achieved when the gradient structure is
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Image Ground Truth Reconstruction
Table 1 Example reconstructions, known light source. Mean/median angular errors in the reconstructed normals are, from
top to bottom, 4.3/3.8, 6.8/3.6, 4.7/4.0 (in degrees).
curved (image Hessian full rank), however both can be
fully satisfied in cylindrical regions.
We conclude that when the direction of illumina-
tion contains moderate error, image gradients provide a
better target for “matching” based shape-from-shading
algorithms.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we explored the ambiguity in the shape-
from-shading inference problem from a linear algebraic
perspective. In Section 3, we explored the probability
distributions on first and second order surfaces condi-
tional on the (up to second order) image information.
We derived a natural factorization of both Dn and
D2n. In Section 4, we extended the approach to higher
order generic Taylor expansions. For generic surfaces,
we derived an algorithm defining the many-to-one map
from the nth order local image patch to the nth order
local surface. Perhaps the biggest surprise was the wide
range of possible surface patches that are algebraically
consistent with even simple ‘cylindrical’ image patches.
In Section 5, we performed a computational experiment
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Image Ground Truth Intensities Gradients
Table 2 Example reconstructions, perturbed light source (shifted 22.5 degrees from true source direction).
based on energy minimization that involved a cylindric-
ity potential inspired by our statistical analysis. We
showed that the new potential improved results. The
reconstruction results also supported the importance of
working with image gradients, as has been conjectured
biologically. Matching image gradients rather than in-
tensities also provided more invariance to lighting vari-
ations, as predicted by our theory.
Our future work will (i) use the statistical analysis
derived above to find image locations where the surface
probability distribution concentrates and (ii) relax the
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Fig. 7 Mean angular error of reconstructions under perturbed light sources. The initial position of light sources is close
to behind the viewer in the top row, and close to above the object in the bottom row. Each same-colored line represents
perturbation of the light source by 22.5 degrees in one of four directions. Shape varies by column. Blue lines represent
reconstruction based on intensities; red lines based on gradients; green lines based on gradients plus a cylindricity potential.
Note that error when reconstructing from gradients is substantially lower than when reconstructing from intensities.
requirement for a unique surface solution. This latter
view is being developed in [35].
A Mathematical Background
In order to make this paper self-contained, we here intro-
duce relevant background material as two Appendices. The
idea is to provide a guide for the less experienced reader.
We begin with basic notions (and practical considerations)
from differential geometry. The main point is to illustrate the
linear-algebraic structures that emerge when one considers
(carefully) the different coordinate systems required. Key to
understanding the main content in the paper is to appreci-
ate how tensors arise after taking multiple derivatives. In the
next Appendix, we review key ideas from tensor analysis.
A.1 Surfaces and Surface Normals
Since our main goal concerns three-dimensional shape, we
begin by developing tools to analyze surfaces in R3. The ma-
terial is standard and our goal is to show how derivatives
lead to tensors. For classical references see [14,47] and, espe-
cially, [15].
A parametrization of a surface S is given by a func-
tion s(x, y) : R ⊂ R2 → S ⊂ R3, taking points in a two-
dimensional domain to points on the surface (embedded in a
three dimensional “ambient space”).
Taking partial derivatives of s with respect to the two
parameters gives vectors in R3 that describe how surface po-
sition changes with changing position in the parameter do-
main. Specifically, fixing a point x0 = (x0, y0) in the image,
sx(x0) =
∂s
∂x
(x0) and sy(x0) =
∂s
∂y
(x0) are tangent vectors
to the surface at x0, and together span the tangent plane of
the surface at x0.
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Stacking sx(x0) and sy(x0) side by side to form a matrix
yields the 3× 2 Jacobian matrix of s,
Ds|x=x0 =
sx(x0) sy(x0)
 .
Since s is a map from the parameter space to the surface,
Ds|x0 is a linear map from the tangent space associated with
the point x0 in the parameter space (i.e., offsets from x0) to
the tangent plane of the surface at s(x0). In other words, Ds
translates “steps in parameters” to “steps on the surface”.
In particular, a step (u, v) in the parameters corresponds
to a step (u, v) on the surface with the same coordinates
when expressed in the “standard tangent basis” given by the
columns of Ds. The corresponding R3 vector v can be re-
covered by expansion in this basis: v = Ds · (u, v)T. (In the
previous expression and subsequently we suppress reference
to the point of evaluation x0—its presence should be implic-
itly assumed.)
Note that the standard tangent basis is not generally
orthonormal—orthonormality occurs only when the surface is
fronto-parallel at the point of evaluation. Therefore, to com-
pute inner products between vectors in the tangent plane in
a way compatible with inner products in the ambient space,
we must expand into R3 and compute inner products there:
〈α,β〉 = 〈Dsα,Dsβ〉 = αTDsTDsβ = αTGβ,
where G = DsTDs =
(
sT
x
sx s
T
x
sy
sT
x
sy s
T
y
sy
)
is the matrix of inner prod-
ucts of the standard tangent basis vectors. G is commonly
known as the “first fundamental form” (often represented as
I, which we avoid due to potential confusion with the identity
matrix). Computing inner products by multiplying against
the first fundamental form means explicit expansion into R3
is unnecessary.
A common parameterization is the so-called “Monge patch”
form, where s is given by s(x, y) = (x, y, h(x, y))T. We adopt
this parameterization in the material that follows. This al-
lows one to think of the parameter space as the image plane,
and s as a function taking points in the image to points on
the surface. Ds then takes steps in the image to steps on the
surface.
Just as s maps locations in the image to locations on the
surface S, we define n : R ⊂ R2 → S2 : x 7→ sx(x)×sy(x)‖sx(x)×sy(x)‖
(where S2 is the unit sphere in R3) to be the map taking a
location x in the image to the surface normal at s(x). It can
be viewed as the composition n˜ ◦ s, where n˜ : S → S2 is the
map taking points on the surface to the unit sphere, often
referred to as the Gauss map.
Dn = Dn˜|s(x0) ◦ Ds|x0 is the linear map expressing how
the surface normal changes (at x0) with changing position in
the image (the Jacobian matrix of n). In the standard basis
for R3, Dn is a 3× 2 matrix. Since the normal is always unit
length, we have nTn = 1 ⇒ nTDn = 0, demonstrating that
the column space of Dn (and Dn˜) is orthogonal to the normal
and hence lies in the tangent plane.
This fact permits 2 × 2 matrix expressions for Dn˜ (the
differential of the Gauss map) in any basis for the tangent
plane. Commonly, Dn˜ is expressed in the standard tangent
basis. We will denote this matrix [Dn˜]ββ , where β is used to
indicate the standard tangent basis, and the subscript and
superscript on the square brackets indicate (respectively) the
bases used for inputs and outputs of the matrix.
The eigenvectors of Dn˜ are called the principal directions,
and form the directions (in the tangent plane) of maximal
and minimal normal change, while the eigenvalues are called
the principal curvatures, and express the (signed) magnitude
of normal change in the corresponding principal directions.
Dn˜ is also often referred to as the “shape operator”. The
product GDn˜ – the second fundamental form – often is ex-
pressed II. The second fundamental form makes it easy to
“measure” the amount of normal change in a given direction,
since wTIIv = 〈w,Dn˜(v)〉 is the inner product of w with the
change in normal in the direction v. When the basis for the
tangent plane is orthonormal G = I and the second funda-
mental form and Dn˜ are represented by the same matrix.
Higher derivatives of n are denoted D2n, D3n, etc., and
form tensors of progressively higher order. Dn (at some point
x0) takes in one “step” in the image–say α–and outputs (the
first order approximation to) the corresponding change in the
normal when moving (away from x0) with velocity α. D2n
takes in two directions in the image–say α and β—and out-
puts the change in [the change in the normal when moving
with velocity α] when moving with velocity β. In other words,
D2n(α,β) describes how the derivative of n in direction α
changes in direction β. D2n is a multilinear map (linear in
each of its inputs), and can be expressed in the standard basis
for R3 as a 3 × 2 × 2 “third-order” array of numbers, while
D3n takes the form of a fourth-order 3× 2× 2× 2 array, etc.
A.2 Tensors
There is a rich mathematical tradition linking tensors and
differential geometry, which has been motivated by the the-
ory of manifolds (classical references include [6, 7]; more re-
cently, see e.g. [38]. We especially recommend [15] for the
intuition it develops. Applications in physics have also been
influential [10], in particular mechanics [1] and general relativ-
ity [45]. More recently, applications in signal processing have
emerged [11]. The main use of tensors in the computer vi-
sion community is in multi-view and multi-camera stereo [42],
which we do not discuss, and recently in medical imaging
(diffusion MRI [3, 46]). Several on-line introductions to this
material are also available, e.g. [22, 37].
Our emphasis is different. We have just seen how tensors
arise naturally in the process of taking derivatives. We now
review tensors and cover some related tools that we utilize
when working withD2n. (Some care is required here, as this is
only true for the right kind of derivative: when the basis used
varies throughout the space under consideration, a “covariant
derivative” that accounts for the change in basis from point to
point [15] is required. The regular componentwise derivative
and the covariant derivative coincide for spaces in which the
basis is constant, such as Rn with the standard basis.)
Although some definitions emphasize a view of tensors as
multidimensional arrays having certain transformation prop-
erties under basis changes, we adopt the view of tensors as
multilinear maps [15]. Specifically, a tensor T is a map
T : V ∗1 × · · · × V ∗m × V1 × · · · × Vn → R, (43)
where the Vi are vector spaces and the V ∗i are spaces of
dual vectors (covectors)—linear functionals on a vector space,
meaning they take vectors and return scalars. The number of
vectors and covectors T takes as input defines the order of T .
The number of vector inputs is the covariant order of T (n
in the above definition), while the number of covector inputs
determines the contravariant order (m above), making T an
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(m,n) tensor (contravariant order first). Each different input
“slot” is called a mode of the tensor.
Every regular vector is a tensor of contravariant order 1
(and covariant order 0), and so can be considered as a linear
functional on covectors (by taking the covector and applying
it to the vector itself). Similarly, linear functionals are tensors
of covariant order 1 (and contravariant order 0). We can define
a tensor product that “glues together” two tensors to form a
higher order tensor by defining, for two tensors T (of order
(m,n)T) and S (of order (l, p)), the (m+ l, n+p) order tensor
(T ⊗ S)(v1, . . . , vm, v1, . . . , vn,w1, . . . ,wl,w1, . . . ,wp)
= T (v1, . . . , vm, v1, . . . , vn)S(w
1, . . . ,wl,w1, . . . ,wp),
which feeds each tensor its respective inputs and multiplies
the results together.
Not all tensors are “simple” (or pure) tensors consisting
only of tensor products of vectors and covectors. However, all
tensors can be written as a sum of such tensor products. The
minimal required number of terms in the sum is known as the
rank of the tensor.
Choosing a basis for each vector and covector space, and
forming all possible tensor products of basis vectors from each
space, yields a basis for the space of tensors. Letting bij rep-
resent the j’th basis vector for the vector space Vi and bij
represent the j’th basis vector for the covector space V ∗i , T
above can be written as the sum
T =
∑
k1,...,km
l1,...,ln
Tk1k2...kml1l2...ln b1k1⊗· · ·⊗bmkm⊗b1l1 · · ·⊗bnln (44)
where the upper indices correspond to the contravariant com-
ponents and the lower indices to the covariant components
(this is switched for the basis vectors, following [15]—this
permits easy use of Einstein notation, which we won’t cover
here). The scalars Tk1k2...kml1l2...ln are precisely the elements of a
multidimensional array representing the tensor in the chosen
basis, with each index corresponding to elements along a dif-
ferent mode (with length the dimension of the corresponding
vector space) of the array.
If a tensor has two modes whose corresponding vector
spaces are dual to one another (a V and V ∗), these modes can
be “contracted”. If the tensor has the form (a sum of simple
tensors) T =
∑
i · · ·⊗v∗i ⊗· · ·⊗vi⊗· · · , the contraction of the
two modes is given by T ′ =
∑
i · · · ⊗ v∗i (vi) ⊗ · · · , applying
the linear functionals v∗i ∈ V ∗ to the corresponding vectors
vi ∈ V . If T is order (m,n), then T ′ is order (m− 1, n− 1).
This permits a view of a tensor T as a linear functional
on the space of tensors where each vector and covector space
associated with T has been replaced by its dual. To evalu-
ate T against a tensor T ′ in this dual tensor space, we can
simply form the tensor product T ⊗ T ′ and contract all the
corresponding modes to yield a scalar.
The contraction operation is a generalization of the ma-
trix trace. A matrix can be seen as a (1, 1) tensor, and via
the SVD can be decomposed into the sum of outer products
of row and column vectors:
M = UΣV T =
∑
i
σiuiv
T
i ,
Contraction is then given by∑
i
σiv
T
i ui =
∑
i
σi tr(v
T
i ui) =
∑
i
σi tr(uiv
T) = tr(M).
If T ′ is a tensor formed by (sums of) tensor products of
vectors from only some of the duals to T ’s associated vector
spaces, we can view T as a linear map, applying it to T ′
by a tensor product followed by contractions on the relevant
modes, and yielding another tensor formed by the “leftover”
modes of T that weren’t involved in the contractions.
This view is particularly fruitful, because it suggests there
should be a matrix representation for T (in addition to its
representation as a multidimensional array). Indeed there is!
To make the presentation easier, we forego generality and
consider only a third-order (3-mode) tensor, T ∈W⊗V ∗⊗V ∗
(or as a multilinear map T : W∗×V ×V → R). By the above
we can view T as a linear map T : V ⊗ V → W . If V is
two-dimensional, say, then elements of V ⊗ V , considered as
vectors, have 4 elements. If W is three-dimensional, T can
thus be viewed as a 3× 4 matrix.
The matrix version of T (for a specific linear map “per-
spective”) is related to T ’s 3×2×2 multidimensional array by
an unfolding process. Let T ’s first mode run down the page,
second mode run across, and third mode go “into” the page.
Then the four vertical columns of T , when stacked horizon-
tally, form an “unfolding” of T into a matrix. (Other unfold-
ings are also possible, by stacking the rows or “depths” side
by side as columns.)
This notion is very useful, because it allows tools from lin-
ear algebra developed for matrices—such as the SVD—to be
applied in a principled way to tensors. This is utilized heavily
in [12], which develops a higher-order analog of the SVD for
tensors by considering the SVD’s of different unfoldings of a
tensor.
How are the “vectorized” representations of elements of
V ⊗ V formed? In the context of the current example, these
are 4-element column vectors. Given v, v′ ∈ V , define
v ⊗ v′ =
(
v1v′
v2v′
)
, (45)
where v1 and v2 are the components of v. This is a special
case of the Kronecker product. If we have two matrices A, B,
representing linear maps from V to V , we can combine them
to give a linear map from V ⊗ V to V ⊗ V by constructing
the matrix
A⊗B =
(
a11B a12B
a21B a22B
)
. (46)
The Kronecker product has the intuitive property that (A⊗
B)(v ⊗ v′) = (Av)⊗ (Bv′).
The above tools, especially the unfolding operation and
the Kronecker product, will be applied to analysis of D2n in
3.
B Decomposition of Dn
In working with derivatives of the normal, it is common to
use [Dn˜]ββ , the differential of the Gauss map expressed in
the standard tangent basis. A principle reason for use of the
standard tangent basis is that vectors in this basis relate in a
straightforward manner to directions in the image, since they
have the same component representations. However, we find
it easier to work with and reason about [Dn]32 , considered
as a map from directions in the image to normal changes in
R3. In particular, this simplifies analysis of image derivatives,
since they don’t require explicit projection of the light source
into the tangent plane (and for D2n, subsequent covariant
differentiation).
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Observe that [Dn]32 it can be written as the following
composition:
[Dn]32 = [I]
3
β [Dn˜]ββ [Ds]β2
where Ds is the differential of the parametrization s, and
the sub- and superscripts on the brackets respectively signify
the input and output bases of the associated matrices: 2
and 3 are the standard bases for R2 (the image) and R3
(the ambient space), while β is the standard tangent basis
formed by the columns of Ds. Thus [Ds]β2 takes a step in the
image and expresses it in the standard tangent basis, [Dn˜]ββ
calculates the change in normal associated with this step in
the tangent plane (expressing the output once again in the
standard tangent basis), and [I]3β expands the result as a
vector in R3.
However, there is no reason we are restricted to the choice
of basis β above. The β basis is not orthonormal, which means
that [Dn˜]ββ , while diagonalizable (with the principal curva-
tures as eigenvalues), does not have orthonormal eigenvectors
unless the appropriate inner product (the first fundamental
form G) is used. Specifically, we have [Dn˜]ββ = W˜KW˜−1
with W˜TGW˜ = I 6= W˜TW˜ , where K is the diagonal matrix
of principal curvatures and W˜ contains as its columns the
principal directions expressed in the standard tangent basis.
To make subsequent analysis easier, we seek an appropri-
ate orthogonal basis for the tangent plane. Any orthonormal
basis would do, but we show that two are particularly natural.
More formally, we want a basis transformation B such that
WTW = (BW˜ )T(BW˜ ) = W˜TBTBW˜ = I. Since W˜TGW˜ = I
also, this suggests finding BTB = G. With Ds = UΣV T being
the SVD of Ds, G = DsTDs = V Σ2V T, so we have two obvi-
ous choices forB,B = V ΣV T, orB = ΣV T (additionally, any
RΣV T for R orthogonal would work). Choosing B = V ΣV T
yields a basis in the tangent plane that is a rotation of the x-y
standard basis in the image around the direction in the image
plane orthogonal to the tilt direction of the surface. Choosing
B = ΣV T, on the other hand, yields a basis formed by the
tilt (surface gradient) direction and its perpendicular in the
tangent plane. The distinction between these choices is mi-
nor, and amounts to whether the principal directions and tilt
are specified independently, or whether principal directions
are specified relative to the tilt direction.
For brevity, we adopt the choice B = ΣV T. Call the as-
sociated basis γ. Then [I]3γ = U , since the columns of U are
precisely the tilt direction and its perpendicular in the tan-
gent plane; [Dn˜]γγ = WKWT, where the columns ofW are the
principal directions and K is diagonal; and [Ds]γ2 = ΣV T,
which rotates image vectors into the tilt basis and scales them
to account for foreshortening. This yields the decomposition:
Dn = UWKWTΣV T (47)
Dn+ = V Σ−1WK−1WTUT. (48)
B.1 Interpretation as a Taylor Expansion from the
Tangent Plane
As another perspective on the decomposition of Dn above
that facilitates extending the decomposition to third order,
imagine the surface is fronto-parallel. Then a second-order
Taylor expansion of the surface is given by
h(x, y) =
1
2
hxx(0, 0)x
2 + hxy(0, 0)xy +
1
2
hyy(0, 0) y
2 (49)
=
1
2
xTHx, (50)
where H is the surface Hessian and x = (x, y)T. The partial
derivatives hx and hy at x are given by (hx(x), hy(x))T =
Hx, so letting n3(x) =
1√
1+hx(x)2+hy(x)2
be the normalizing
factor, the normal is
n(x) = n3(x)
hx(x)hy(x)
1
 = n3(x)(Hx1
)
. (51)
Then
Dn|x =
(
Hx
1
)
∂n3(x)
∂x
+ n3(x)
(
H
0 0
)
(52)
=⇒
Dn|x=0 =
(
H
0 0
)
,
because n(0) = zˆ, the z-axis vector, and nTDn = 0 implies
∂n3(x)
∂x
= 0.
The decomposition above can thus be seen as taking a
second order Taylor expansion “from” the principal curva-
ture directions basis in the tangent plane, and rotating into
(from the image) and out of (into R3) this basis appropriately.
In this basis, hxx(0, 0) an hyy(0, 0) are precisely the princi-
pal curvatures (and hxy(0, 0) = 0). This perspective extends
nicely to handling second derivatives of the normal.
C Decomposition of D2n
Following the Taylor expansion view above (B.1), we take a
third order Taylor expansion of the surface (imagining it was
fronto-parallel and the x and y axes align with the principal
curvature directions):
h(x, y) =
1
2
(
κ1x
2 + κ2y
2
)
+
1
6
(
fx3 + 3gx2y + 3hxy2 + iy3
)
=
1
2
xTKx+
1
6
K(x,x,x),
where K is the 2× 2× 2 symmetric tensor
K =
(
f g g h
g h h i
)
, (53)
with the vertical bar separating the front and back “planes” of
the array. K(x,x,x) applies K to three copies of x via linear
combinations along each of the modes of K. We note that
f = κ1s, g = κ1t, h = κ2s, i = κ2t, the partial derivatives of
the principal curvatures.
Then as above (with mild abuse of notation concerning
the “three-dimensional” nature of some terms below)
n(x) = n3(x)
(
Kx+ 1
2
K(I,x,x)
1
)
=⇒
Dn|x =
(
Kx+ 1
2
K(I,x,x)
1
)
∂n3(x)
∂x
+ n3(x)
(
K +K(I, I,x)
0 0
)
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=⇒
D2n|x =
(
K +K(I, I,x)
0 0
)
∂n3(x)
∂x
+
(
Kx+ 1
2
K(I,x,x)
1
)
∂2n3(x)
∂x2
+
∂n3(x)
∂x
(
K +K(I, I,x)
0 0
)
+ n3(x)
( K
0 0 | 0 0
)
.
Evaluating at x = 0 gives
D2n|x=0 =
00
1
 ∂2n3(x)
∂x2
+
( K
0 0 | 0 0
)
=
( K
κ21 0 | 0 κ22
)
= A,
where the evaluation of ∂
2n3(x)
∂x2
can be seen by noting n3(x) =
1√
1+xTK2x
, which after two derivatives and evaluation at 0
leaves only K2 in the numerator.
Unfolding A to give A(1) (the “mode-1” unfolding) by
stacking the columns side by side, and using the Kronecker
product, yields the final decomposition for general (non-fronto-
parallel) D2n as a 3 × 4 unfolded matrix, as before rotating
“into” and “out of” the principal curvatures basis:
D2n = U3W3A(1)(WTΣV T)⊗2. (54)
We use the notation U3 and W3 to denote the extensions of
the U and W matrices to orthogonal 3× 3 forms—for U , this
involves addition of the normal as a third column, while W3
embeds W in the upper left 2×2 submatrix of a 3×3 identity
matrix.
The pseudoinverse is given by
D2n+(1) = (V Σ−1W )⊗2A+(1)WT3 UT3 , (55)
To compute A+, instead of evaluating the pseudo-inverse via
the SVD, we can use the more explicit form
A+(1) = AT(1)
(
A(1)AT(1)
)−1
,
valid when A(1) has full row rank. We evaluated this some-
what daunting expression using a computer algebra system,
which yields
A+(1) =
1
m

−hκ22 gκ22 h2 − gi
1
2
(gκ22 − iκ21) 12 (hκ21 − fκ22) 12 (fi− gh)
1
2
(gκ22 − iκ21) 12 (hκ21 − fκ22) 12 (fi− gh)
hκ21 −gκ21 g2 − fh
 ,
where m = κ21 (h
2 − gi) + κ22 (g2 − fh).
D Discussion of Taylor remainder errors
Section 4 documents an algorithm taking Taylor approxima-
tions to the image I¯ to Taylor approximations to the normal
field N¯ . Here we discuss the potential errors from using the
Taylor approximations rather than the true values.
Recall the multivariate Taylor remainder formula with
multi-index notation:
Ra,k(h) =
∑
|α|=k+1
∂αf(a+ ch)
hα
α!
for some c ∈ (0, 1)
(56)
where a is the point of expansion, h is a vector in R2, k is
the order of the Taylor expansion, and α is a multi-index. We
can use this equation to calculate errors for the two Taylor
approximations used in the paper. We apply it to an image
patch Ω ⊂ R2, where we normalize so that Ω = {a+h∣∣ ||h|| ≤
1}.
There are two sources of error (due to Taylor approxima-
tion) in the described algorithm. The error δ = I − I¯ will be
bounded proportional to the largest value of the (k + 1)th
derivative of the image I in the image patch centered at a:
δa,k(h) =
∑
|α|=k+1
∂αδ(a+ ch)
hα
α!
for some c ∈ (0, 1) (57)
≤ max
v∈S1, c∈(0,1)
2k
∣∣∣∣∣∣DjIa+ch (v⊗ 2j)∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (58)
where we have bounded each term in the sum by the
largest value and bounded hα by 1.
Similarly, from Section 3.2, we enforce the unit length
condition for the Taylor approximation n¯ via a sequence of
linear constraints on the derivatives Djn. This will result in
an error corresponding to a deviation from unit length of
the Taylor approximation n¯. To analyze this error, let  =
〈n¯, n¯〉 − 1 and apply the above remainder formula. We see
that, for a fixed Taylor order k, the error  is bounded:
a,k(h) =
∑
|α|=k+1
∂α(a+ ch)
hα
α!
for some c ∈ (0, 1) (59)
≤ max
v∈S1, c∈(0,1)
2k
∣∣∣∣∣∣Djna+ch (v⊗ 2j)∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (60)
Note: Although the error δ = I − I¯ can be calculated
before applying the algorithm, the error  = 〈n¯, n¯〉 − 1 can
only be calculated exactly from ground truth as it requires
n¯. One must (using the described algorithm) first solve for
n¯ and then verify that it is nearly norm 1. For the examples
shown in the paper, errors (h), δ(h) were about 1%.
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